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Duality transformations of string effective actions 
E.A. Bergshoeff 
Theory Dzwston, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Swttzerland 
and 
M. de Roo 2 
InsUtute for Theoretzcal Phystcs, P 0 Box 800, NL-9700 A V Gromngen, The Netherlands 
Received 11 July 1990 
We show that the duahty transformatmn relating the two versions of d= 10, N= 1 supergravlty can be extended lteratlvely to 
the string effective actions and supersymmetry transformation rules We present this extended uahty transformatmn exphcltly 
for the quarttc effective actmns. 
In a recent paper [ 1 ] we constructed the quartic effective action for the heterotic string in the dual formula- 
tion of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity [2 ]. The construction of this supersymmetric action followed the lines set out 
m ref. [ 3 ], where a similar result was obtained for the two-index formulation of the supergravlty heory. In this 
note, we will show that the effective actions in these two formulations are related by an iterative generahsation 
of the duality transformation. 
Let us first sketch the structure of the standard uality transformation [4 ]. The d= 10, N= 1 supergravity 
theory contains, in its usual formulation, a two-index antisymmetric tensor gauge field B~,~, which occurs every- 
where in the form 0tuB~pl. We replace 0tuB~,1 by an unconstrained antisymmetric tensor field tuvp everywhere in
the action and transformation rules, and add a term with a six-index gauge field to the action: 
.~= ~( t )  -x~ ~' a6~'UUPAcq a60~.tuvp" (1) 
The original theory can be recovered by solving the equation of motion ofA,~, ,~6. On the other hand, one can 
solve the equation of motion of tu, p to obtain the dual version of the theory. Supersymmetry is restored by first 
assigning to t the transformation rule of 0B. Then the action ( 1 ) is invanant except for variations proportional 
to vtxtu~p]. These are cancelled by choosing the transformation fA,~, =6 appropriately. 
In the present case the lagranglan At(t) takes on the form 
5¢( t )=~o( t )+ ~ ~(t ) ,  5~o(t)=AtuvptUUp+cuvPtuvp+D , (2) 
n=l  
where Ae, is of O (y"), y being a suitable xpansion parameter (a coupling constant, the inverse string tension). 
~o represents he pure supergravlty heory without matter coupling. A, Cusp and D are independent of t. The 
equation of motion of t is given by 
fuvp=huvp- ½A-ICuvp- ~A - l  ~. t~n/ St ~v" , (3) 
n=l  
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with 
h,uvp-~-- - l lA - l~-  . . . .  ,appR( A ) . (4) 
The terms of higher order in y in (3) are not independent of  and not even algebraic in t in the apphcation we 
will consider. Nevertheless, by using (3) lteratlvely we can obtain in principle the duality transformation to any 
given order in y. To show this explicitly for the frist few orders in 7 it is convenient to rewrite the action ( 1 ) as 
follows: 
oSf l=-A(huup- ½A-ICuup)2-l-D-l-A(tuup-hl, up"k ½A-'Cuup)2 q- ~ 5fin (5) 
n=l  
In lowest order all Lf, = 0 for n >_- 1. In that case we can immediately substitute the solution t= to-  h - ½ C/A  of 
the t equation of motion in (5),  the result being 
50= ~o = -Ato  2 + D = -Ahu~phu~P + CU~Phu~p + D-  ~A - l Cu~PCu,p . (6) 
Note that the leading term has a minus-sign compared to (2), and that terms quadratic in C appear. These are 
usually four-fermlon interactions. Otherwise the action keeps the same functional form, with t replaced by h. 
Now consider the duality transformation at O(7),  i.e., we let L~0.  Note that (5) is quadratic in 
t~ - - ½A -1 8~w~/Stlto, the O (y) contribution to t in the solution of (3). Therefore the acnon to O (y) reads 
5D=Lfo +~ =- -AtoZ+D+~ Ito. (7) 
Of course we must also replace t by to+ tl in the supersymmetry transformation rules. 
At O (7 2 ) we obtain the following action after the duality transformation: 
5'~= 5~0 +L~I +~2 = -Ato2+D+5~l  I,o+q +5¢2 Ito +At~ 2= -A to  2+D+ (Lf~ +Lf2) I ,o-At l  2. (8) 
Hence the lterative procedure generates terms of O (y2) besides those already present in L4. The supersymmetry 
transformation rules also depend on t2, the O(y 2) contribution to the solution for t. It is given by 
/2 = -½A-~(8~/St l ,o+, ,  +85~2/St l to) - t~.  (9) 
We finally consider the duality transformation atO (y 3). The acuon reads 
5f= 5Vo +~ +~ +Lf3 = -A toe+D+~ ]to+t,+t 2"~-~2 [to+t , "~- ~3 [ t o +A(t~2+2fi  t2) 
= -AtoZ+D+ (L/~l +~2 +~3)  I,o - -A(t l2+2t l  t2) -- ½ (82~fl/St2)ltotl .  (10)  
We refrain from giving explicitly t3, the O (y3) contribution to t, which is needed for the supersymmetry trans- 
formation rules. 
Note that in O(y ' )  the duality transformation for the action does not depend on G. However, t~ is needed for 
the supersymmetry transformation rules. 
Let us now apply the above formahsm to the specific case of the d= 10 effective action. In the string effective 
action there is one feature that we can treat immediately to all orders in a and fl ~. The field strength OtvB~p] 
occurs everywhere in the combination 
Huv p = (~[uBvp]  -- X~,up , ( 1 1 ) 
where Xu, p is the combination of Yang-Mll ls (proport ional to fl) and Lorentz (a )  Chern-Slmons forms re- 
qutred for anomaly cancellations [ 5 ]. It ts then convenient to rewrite ( 1 ) in the form 
5e= 5°(t ' ) +le  . . . .  ~PR(A)  . . . .  t'u~p-l¢"' "6~U~PA-, ~60~X~,,;, (12) 
~ The generic parameter 7 considered thus far is now replaced by a, the inverse stung tensmn, and fl, the inverse Yang-Mflls couphng 
squared The contributions 50, to the action contain akfl t, with k+l= n 
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where t' -- t -  X. I f  we then repeat he above duality transformations using t' we see that we will get the same 
actions ( 5 ), (7), (8) and ( 10 ), but now containing also the last term in ( 12 ). Therefore the action in the dual 
formulation does not contain the Chem-S imons terms in a generalized field strength, but their role ~s taken over 
by the last term in (12). This leads to the same anomaly cancellations as in the two-index formulation of the 
theory [6,7]. 
Using a few specific aspects of the effective action in the two-index formulation, we can already anticipate 
most of the characteristic features of the dual version. These aspects are: 
(a) Cu~ p [see eq. (2) ] is bihnear in fermions. 
(b) tl - tl,f+ tl .... where tl,f is bilinear in fermions, and tl,em iS proportional to O (a  °) equations of motion of 
the supergravlty fields. 
(c) The bosonic part of ~2 vanishes. 
Using (a), (b) and (c), and the general formulae given above, one finds that the ~ in the dual formulation 
have essentially the same form as in the two-index version. However, besides terms quartic in fermions, there 
are the following differences: 
(n=0)  In 5°o the sign of the hZ-term has changed. 
(n = 1 ) ~ now contains the last term in ( 1 2 ). 
(n=2)  ~2 contains additional terms of the form tl,ftl,em. These can be eliminated by a field redefinition, 
proportional to tl,f, which however modifies 503 by terms proportional to tl,f. 
(n = 3 ) Besides the terms coming from the redefinition at n = 2, all modifications to 503 can be pushed to h~gher 
orders by field redefinitions. 
So far the only modifications to the bosonic terms in the action are the sign of 50o and the new term in ~.  We 
expect further bosonlc modifications which cannot be eliminated by field redefinitions at O (a6). This is because 
tl and tz are either fermionic, or proportional to field equations, but t3 ~s not. The first new term is therefore 
proportional to t 2, where t3 is the contribution of O (a  3 ) to the t equation of motion. 
Let us now present some of the detads of these duality transformations. We start with the usual [ 7,8 ] duality 
transformation i d= 1 0, N= 1 supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills theory [9 ]. This will set the stage for the 
subsequent calculation of the duality transformation for the effective action. In a suitable basis, the actmn reads 
(we use throughout this paper the notation of ref. [ 3 ] ) 
50= 50o (R) + 50~(F2) + 50n2, 
50o(R)=e¢-3[_½R(w(e) )  3_t4 t4u~,t,.a_9t~-I -- 4" ",ut'p 1" --2KW 0,U~) 2 -- 1 ~/[#F 'u~'p ~. (co(e)) ~,p 
+ 2x/~ 2F ~'~ G(w(e)  )~,~ + 4.~@ (o  (e ) )k+ 3x/~ ~uF~F~2(O- I  O.O) _3  #uFu ~,(0_1 5 ~0) 
+ H.oX + 8ZF.o  ) 
+ ~6 ~ u Fab~ ~u . ( ZFabfl + l x /~ fltFab~F" ~t-  } ~ " F~b~  . -- ~ ~" FFab~F" ~, ) ] , (13) 
50p(F 2 )=eo-3 f l t r [ _ l  u~ gF Fu~-½]~(o) (e  , ~ ' ) ,A )z - -  ~]~FuFab(Fab + Fab)(~tz + ~X//2 Fu2 ) 
+ ~6 x/~ ;(rabcx/~atc + 9~Zr~bcxk-l'ab~2-- [ 1 / ( 1 6 X 24) ] x/~ 2rabcxq~ " (4Fiber" + 3r"eob~)k ], ( 1 4 ) 
50~2 = - [ 1 / (16x24)  lfle¢ -3 tr (;~eab~x) tr(YfabcX) • (15)  
Th~s action is invariant under the following supersymmetry transformations: 
~o e ~ a = ½ ~Fa~uu , 
1 ab  1 - - a - 
6o~u = (Ou -- ~Qu+Fab) ~.-b ~v/2(c~uu2-~uuek+F 2~tu ~¢) , 
~oB,,  = ½x/5 ~rt,~u,~ , 
t~0,~ = _3N/ /~ ¢ -1  ~O e-I- IFabcf.(ISIabc - -hN/ /2  f.Fabc,~.), (16) 
29 
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( 16 cont'd) 
1 abc daA=~f l ,v /2F  ¢ tr(~FabcZ), (17) 
where da, indicates contributions of O (fin) m the Yang-Mills coupling constant f . Derivatives ~ are covarlant 
with respect o Lorentz and Yang-Mllls gauge transformations, while D is also supercovariant. On curvatures 
we indicate supercovanance with a hat. The field-strength Hu~ of Bu~ is given by ( 11 ), with 
Xu~p=flx//2 tr(AtuO~Apl 2 - ~A [uA yAp] ) . ( 18 ) 
The combination g2~ is given by 
12%b_+ ---- ~0uab(e, q/) --+ 3V/2/4uab, (19) 
where w(e, q/) is the solution ofDlu(w)eg ] =0. 
In performing the duality transformation we should use (12), with the Yang-Mllls Chern-Simons term X 
given by (18). Let us drop the primes on t from here on. The contributions to the solution of the t equation of 
motmn are given by 
to Izvp : 2 ie - '  0 3 (. a, c¢7Uup R (A ) . . . .  + ~44 %/~ ( ~a F laFuvpFr ]  ~T + 4x/~ ~aFauvp )~ - 8,~Fuvp~. ) ,  (20)  
t,u~ v= - ½A - l  8£pp/ Stu~P=~4flx/~ tr C~Fu~az.). (21) 
In this case the action L~p is hnear in, and ~p2 independent of H, and therefore the exact result of the duality 
transformation is given by (8) ,  if we include the last term of (12) .  I f  we use the combinations 
H~bc = ~ie- l¢ 3~ . . . .  ~b~R (A)~1 ,~7, 
I~Iabc : 2 le  --1 ~ 3 f. oq Ot7abcll ~( A ) . . . .  - -  ~ ~ ~l-'abc,'~ , (22) 
the dual version of  d= 10, N- -  1 supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills can be wrmen m the following form: 
5°o(R)=eO-3[ ½R(o)(e))  3 abc  9 - -  - +zH~b~H +~(q) l Ouq))2_l~uFu~p ~,(o)(e))q/p+2x/~2-Fu~ ~u(o)(e))gt~ 
..1- 1_. Ic~ Llabcf"; +4'~(m(e) )A+3xf2~uF"FU2(¢  -~ O~O)--~uFF'~'~(O -~ 0"~0)" 16~/ . . . . .  bc 
+[1/(16X24)]C'b~C'~o~+~6(~UF~°%'u(ZF~bc2+½x/~ZF~b~F'~'-lgt"F~bAU~-Igt'FF~b~F~,) ] , (23) 
£-~B(F 2) =-e0-3fl tr[ -- ~FU~Fu, - ½~ ~(o)(e,  ~,), A )Z.- l~Fup'b(F~b + ~',,e)(qJu + Ix /2  Fu2 ) 
_ i x/~ ,,~Fabcz.i2i,,b~ + Fabcz.ff.F,,b~) "- [ 1 / ( 16 X 24) ] X/2 ~Fab~z.~,, (4Fabc Fu + 3FUFab~)2 ] 
- ¼iflx/2 e ~' °t6uu2Pmoq a 6 tr(Fu~F ~) • (24) 
In (23) the tensor C' ts the fermlomc ontribution to (20), 1.e., C' = - ½ C/A,  w~th A and C as in (2) .  Note that 
~a~ has cancelled against he last term in ( 8 ). The action (23) + (24) is invariant under the following supersym- 
merry transformations: 
~oe~ = ½gFa~u ,
60~uu=(O~ ~ ~b - +  ro~)~+ ½x/~ (~-  ~+r~¢uv~) ,  (25) 
30 
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60Ao/l 0, 6 = [3/  (4X 6!) ]x/~ 0-3~F[oq ~xs(I//ot61 -I- IN//2/"ot6],~) , 
6o;t= - 3 /~ 0 - '  ~0  e+ IF~bce(ICIab~ --~X/~ ) ;Fabc~) ,  
fioA a = ½ (FAX, 
3oZ= _ ¼Fab epab + ½X/r2 ( eXX-Ze2 + FaX gF~e ) . (25 cont'd) 
1 RF Fabca: fip~u - r~ ' -  u-- ~tr(~FabcZ) , 
(~p)" = 1-~ fiX//~ Fabc ~ tr (ZFab~Z) • (26 ) 
In these transformation rules we use (22) for Ha~ and I=Iab~, also m the definition (19) of I2±. Note that the 
Yang-Mills action is now quadratic in the Yang-Mllls fields (except for Yang-Mllls covarxantizations). This is 
a consequence of the superconformal origin of this action [ 8 ]. 
Let us now proceed with the duality transformation which includes the effect to O (a )  of the Lorentz Chern- 
S~mons form and its supersymmetric partners. In ref. [3 ] we showed that in the two-form formulation the 
multiplet consisting of £2~ b_ [ see ( 19 ) ] and ~u ab ~z has precisely the transformation rules of an SO (9, 1 ) Yang- 
Mills multlplet. Therefore we can use (14) and ( 15 ) to obtain an invariant action for this multiplet, by replacing 
everywhere 
Au-~Q~b__, Z--~llab, fl--~a. (27) 
This must be done also in ( 13 ), because it contains the Yang-Mills fields in the Chern-Simons terms in H. The 
action is then invariant to O (a )  only, because the modifications ( 17 ) to the supersymmetry transformation 
rules (now ~)  cause new O (a )  supersymmetry transformations of o~b and ~ab. The effect of these new trans- 
formations can then be cancelled by modifications of O (a  2) to the transformation rules of the supergravity 
fields. The resulting iterative procedure was carried out to O (a  3). There is no essential problem in including a 
Yang-Mills sector throughout this procedure; the order reached this way (n = 3) contains a 3, a2fl, a f t  contri- 
butions to the action and transformation rules. 
The O(a)  act ion  ~c-'~a(R 2) in the two-index formulation was given in eq. (B.28) of ref. [3]. The duality 
transformatxon at O (a )  is given by (7), with of course in addition the last term in ( 12 ), where X is now the 
Lorentz Chern-Simons form. We obtain for ~c~c~(R2) 
~,(R  2) =e0 -3a{ - -  l Ruuab(  ~2- )Ruu  ab (~d_ ) -- ½~ab ~p(t~(e, ~), ~_  )~ab 
- lOabe~r~a[R~aab(t?-  ) ~-Rcdab( ~-  )1 (~//u "~- IN/~/~/~) "~ IN//2 ~derabC~deI2Iabc 
+l  ~d¢Fab~Nde~fab~ 2 -- [ 1 / ( 16 X 24 ) ] X/~ g)a¢FabCNde~/u (4Fab~F u+ 3F~Fab~)2} 
- ¼ iax/~ e O/l O/6//"~PA,*,  ,~6 Ru~,abR ( "Q - ) Rapab (['2 _ ) . ( 28 ) 
In this expressmn/~ is given by (22). There is no difficulty in considering the combined actions L~ and L~a, with 
the corresponding transformatmn rules. 
To find the supersymmetry transformation rules at O (a,  fl) we must obtain the solution of (3) to O (a,  fl). to 
xs given by (20), but instead of (21 ) we find 
t ~ u. p = ~4 x/ ~ [ Ol o ab l'uu P Iff ab q- fl tr (Z/'uupZ) ] -- O/x//~ e -~ O 3 (etuae.b~pl ab .jv l - ab  , ~q/aFtu~ep~bY" ) (29) 
where 
~lzab~-o1-1 ~.~ot/~l~ ab, ~ab~-oL--I ~(~c~/~b cab " (30) 
t12 ~//#v IS the supercovarlant gravltlno field strength: ~uu~-= 2 ~tu (~2+)~] +... 
31 
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d~ b and Arab are the equations of  motion of A u and Z, respectively, with the replacement (27). These two 
contributions, which were absent in (21 ), are due to the implicit dependence ofg2+ on H. As we can see in ( 16 ), 
these two contributions cause addmonal  O (a )  transformation rules of ~u and 2. 
Let us now evaluate the transformation rule o fA , ,  ,~6 at O(a) .  We must therefore look for Ot~tu,p] in the 
variation of the first-order form of the action. The variation of the action which contributes i
a l ~4 uab '~t  ,o g?abu_ + f ab60 ~%) • (31) 
The fields £2 ~b and ~,~b transform as SO (9, 1 ) Yang-Mil ls fields, but to estabhsh this one has to use the Bianchi ,u-
identity of H m the two-index formahsm. In particular, 
¢~O~lab = -- I rcd(.Rabcd( ~+ ) = -- I Fcd~. [ Rcdab( ff2_ ) "1-6v/20latbcal ] , (32) 
where we have omitted fermionic terms. The 0t term is of higher order in a and fl when t is replaced by the 
modif ied field-strength ( 11 ), but in this case it contributes to the O (a )  transformation ofA,,  -6" Including the 
Yang-Mil ls sector at O (fl), the O (a, f l )  transformation rules of the supergravlty fields are 
(6~ +6~)~u~ = 1 ~b~ -a~ -Tc~FuF e[a~ Fabc~de+fltr(ZFabcZ)]- l -3ae- lO3Fabe(~C[uabl -I- ~q/zF[ua~l- ~'bl) , 
(6 .  "k- 6#))~ = -]- 1-~g8 X/2 Fabc~. [a~deFabc~l/de "1-fl tr(2FabcZ ) ] -- ~ax/~ e- l  (~Z Fabc e(,a[abc + ½~aFab ~J'~c) , 
(6,  +fia)A,,  -6 = [1 /8 (×6! )  ]ax /2  (F~b,, -6 Yah- (33) 
This is in complete agreement with the results of ref. [1]. Note that we have improved on [1 ] by doing a 
complete analysis, including quartic fermions, of the action (28) and the corresponding transformation rules 
(33). 
Let us now consider the duality transformation to O (a  2). For the action we have to use (8), and of course 
the last term in ( 12 ). The action LP2 (terms of  O (a  2, aft, f12 ) ) consists of the sum of 
- [ 1/ (16)<24) ]eO-3[a~bFUVP~tab+fltr(~Fu~PZ) ]2  (34) 
the analogue of ( 15 ) for this case, and of eq. (3.17) of ref. [ 3 ]. It indeed consists only of fermionlc terms. Let 
us gather all terms at this order in the action after the duality transformation: 
5~21to -At~ = - 9 ax /~ O~(e0-~to~"")¢'rt~X,,~ -~a¢~r°~( ., + ~v/2 FpA ) T z°~b 
-~a[  a~bFU~P~,ab + fl tr(gF~'~PZ) ] ( sg,~p + ½(l~Fu~Y/'~p) +5a3 2e-130 ( ~[ .up]  "[- ~!/2F[#u~'C2p] ) z - (35) 
Here to and t~ are given in (20) and (29), respectively. Furthermore, ~u and A are the O(a  °) equations of 
motion of ~u and 2. Also, we have introduced the following tensors and tensor-splnors: 
T¢,.ho = aRtu.~°( g2_ )Rxp]ab( g2_ ) q- fl tr (Ftu.Fzol) ,
Tl, ~ = aRuaab( g-2_ )Ri~,ab( ff2_ ) q-fl tr (FuaFa, )  , 
T= T,, ~ , 
Xu, =aRufl°( f2_ )~'"b + fl tr( Fu,z) , 
x,, =F"X,,~, 
X=F"X, .  (36) 
Note that in ( 35 ) the four-fermion contribution (34) has cancelled. In ref. [ 3 ] we did not consider four-fermmn 
terms at this order, and therefore the first line of (35) is correct modulo terms quartic in fermions. We do not 
retain four-fermlon terms from now on. 
All terms m (35) can be el iminated by field redefinitions, or are quartic m fermions. The first term, contain- 
mg to, is quarhc in fermions since the leading contribution from (20) vanishes due to the Bianchi identity of 
32 
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R (A). The second term we eliminate by redefining the gravitino q/u and 2, as follows: 
'.u =- ~U -- 3 0lFab~a T'~u ab ' 
u , (37) z = --142 r 
The last two lines of (35) can also be defined away, because both ~it ab and X ab can be expressed in terms of 
O (a °) equations of motion of the supergravity fields. This was shown in ref. [ 3 ] for the two-index formulation, 
but, as pointed out in ref. [ 1 ], is equally valid for the dual version. For our present purposes we need only: 
Nu~b=eU{2eO-3eXaepb ~[,~[e-lO3(~plCd-~ep]CfI))] -- [1 / (4X6 v) ]iv/2 ~,(e~)-3~ "abc~, '~6d,, ~6)}, (38) 
where g"a, q) and d ~' ~ are the equations of motion ofeu a, 0 andA~, ~6, respectively. 
Note that the last line of (35) is quadratic in equations of motion, and therefore the redefinition of the cor- 
responding fields will be proportmnal to equations of motion. So even though this mxght give an O (a 3, a2fl, 
aft 2) action, this can again be defined away to higher orders. For the second line of (35) we use (38) and 
redefine the zehnbem, the dilaton and the ant~symmetric tensor gauge field (the contributions of X a~ being 
quartic in fermions). The redefinition of A takes the form 
A' =A,~ +[1 / (32×6! ) ] iax /2e~-3~ "abc, ~6~[atpa~F~b~q/a~+fltr(~FabcZ)] . (39) 
Ot I Or6 016 
After applying all redefinitions the cubic action is absent, as in ref. [ 1 ]. 
We finally consider the duality transformatmn at O (or 3). This is given in (10). Clearly all contributmns 
containing t~ 2 or t~tz are quartlc in fermlons or can be ehmmated by redefinitions. Therefore the only contribu- 
tmn from (10) is Lf31 to. However, the redefinitions (37) and (39) also contribute to the quartic action, when 
apphed to the O (a,/~) action (24) and (28). Using the definitions (36), the sources of these contributions can 
be written: 
ote~- 3 [ ~ T-- :o : ,  r ( + 45 ) 1 - l l Nfr2 ~a,  a6lzuApAa ' Or6 Tuvao . (40) 
Applying (37) and (39) to (40), we find the following new terms in the quartic actmn: 
30~eO-3t~uFuzXpTU.~_ 3 0t[ a~deFabcl/ide Wfl tr(~FabcZ) ] ~u( eO- 3T "abc). (41) 
The redefinitmn of the zehnbein derived from (35) is antisymmetrlc, and does not contribute when applied to 
(40). In ref. [ 1 ] we obtained, using the Noether procedure, xactly the same difference (41 ) between the quar- 
tic actmns in the two formulations of d= 10 supergravity. 
In summary, we have seen that the quartic effective actions in the dual formulations of d= 10, N= 1 super- 
gravity have the same structure. Essentially, one can be obtained from the other by choosing to either as the field 
strength of the two-index gauge field modified with Chern-Simons forms ( 11 ), or as the dual of the field strength 
ofA, ,  -6 (20). The role of the Chern-Slmons forms is then taken over by the last term m (12). The slight 
differences in the fermmnic terms of the quartlc actmn obtained m ref. [ 1 ] can be understood from the field 
redefinitions mentioned above. We expect hat at O (a 6) the bosonic part of the actions for the two formulations 
will also be different. 
Note that the fact that the duality transformation arises from changing the interpretation of t in a first-order 
formulation ~s similar to the duality transformation in superspace d~scussed in ref. [ 10 ] at O (a). Duality trans- 
formations which include in parhcular the counterterms which make d= 10, N= 1 supergravlty coupled to Yang- 
Mills anomaly-free, were considered in ref. [ 11 ]. 
In this letter we have converted the two-index form to a s~x-mdex form in the heterotlc string effective acUon 
by an xteratlve duahty transformatmn. The two formulations of the effective action are equivalent in the sense 
that both can be derived iteratively from the same first-order formulation. The six-index form couples in a 
natural way to five-branes rather than to strings. Flve-branes as classxcal solutions of ten-dimensional Yang- 
Mills theory [12 ], and of the d= 10 heterotic string effective action [ 13 ] have been considered recently. It would 
33 
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be interesting to see whether the dynamics of  the zero-modes of  such f ive-branes can be descr ibed by a Green-  
Schwarz type action together with heterot ic gauge fermlons de fned  on a s ix-dimensional  world sheet. This is 
suggested by the work of  ref. [ 13 ]. The requi rement  that such an action is invar iant  under K-symmetries should 
then yield the superspace constraints corresponding to the dual formulat ion of  d= 10 supergravity coupled to 
Yang-Mdls .  
M.d.R. thanks the CERN Theory Div is ion for its hospitality. 
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